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&
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(Om Engineering College, Junagadh)

Department: Computer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SR. NO</th>
<th>ACTIVITY INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1      | Activity : Industrial Tour @ Bisag, Gandhinagar  
Type : Industrial Visit  
Starting Date & Time : Saturday 20-07-2013, 3:45am  
Venue : BISAG, GANDHINAGAR  
Duration : 1 Day  
Faculty Members : Prof. Himanshu K. Gajera & Prof. P.P.Mardiya  
Total no. of Students : 50 |
Our Tour is started on 20-07-13 in the early morning 3:45 am from junagadh bus stand, with lots of excitement & enthusiasm.

Mr. Jayesh has received us and Track to GUJSAT. He and bisag team give introduction about Bhaskaracharya Institute For Space Applications and Geo-Informatics. In this studio all lecture has record and delivered to different bisag channel. Like GTU lecture and 10/12 std. expert lecture and meetings.

After that we visit the room where all equipment related to satellite broadcasting was there.

At Last we thanks to Mr. Nikhil Kubaji for providing such a nice opportunity for visiting Bisag.

Thus the beautiful journey of our industrial tour reached to a happy and beautiful conclusion where in each and every one learned lots of new things.
**Department: Mechanical**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SR. NO</th>
<th>ACTIVITY INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 2      | **Activity : Industrial Tour @ Ravi Metal Treatment, Rajkot**  
**Type : Industrial Visit**  
**Starting Date & Time : 26-07-2013/27-07-2013, 10:00 to 1:00pm**  
**Venue : RAVI METAL TREATMENT, RAJKOT**  
**Duration : 1 Day**  
**Faculty Members : Prof. J.J. Popaliya, Prof. R.D.Gujarati/ Prof. J.J. Popaliya, Prof. T.V.Javiya**  
**Lab Assistant : H.S.Bhadja/J.M.Parmar**  
**Total No. of Students & Class : 60 - Mechanical (A) / 60 - Mechanical (B)** |

Ravi Metal Treatment is offering process of Heat treatment, Gas Carburising, Carbo Nitriding, Through Hardening, Tempering and Stress Reliving, Process Control and other Heat treatment processes. Student will get benefit regarding their theoretical subject of **Material Science & Metallurgy**.

A Valuable Introductory Pamphlet of Company Gifted by HR Dept. “RAVI METAL”
Activity : Industrial Tour @ Synnova Gears & Transmissions Pvt. Ltd.
Type : Industrial Visit
Starting Date & Time : 27-07-2013, 04:00 to 06:00pm
Venue : SYNNOVA GEARS & TRANSMISSIONS PVT. LTD, RAJKOT GONDAL N.H. 27
Duration : 1 Day
Faculty Members : Prof. J.J. Popaliya & Prof. T.V. Javiya
Lab Assistant : J.M. Parmar
Total No. of Students & Class : 60 - Mechanical (A)/ 60 - Mechanical (B)

Synnova manufactures quality gear products for tractor, farm, automotive and heavy industries. Students get benefit regarding their theoretical subject of manufacturing process and Material Science and technology.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SR. NO</th>
<th>ACTIVITY INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 4      | **Activity:** Tribute to people who died in Uttarakhand flood tragedy  
        **Type:** Social Activity  
        **Date:** 09-07-2013,  
        **Venue:** OM ENGINEERING COLLEGE, JUNAGADH |

A tribute Program for people who died in Uttarakhand flood tragedy was organized by Electrical Department. In which Hod Prof. R.A. PARMAR, Principal sir Dr. H.M. NIMBARK SIR, All Trustees, Faculties and students remained present. As well as faculties and students request to GTU for fund contribution in “GTU FUND FOR UTTARAKHAND”.

---

**A COMMITTED ENGINEERING STUDY AT DEDICATED ENGINEERING CAMPUS**

Junagadh-Bhesan Road, At Chokali, Junagadh-362 310. Tel.: 0285-2680500 Fax: 0285-2680666  
web: www.omeducation.edu.in | e_mail: oecjnd@gmail.com
ઓમ એન્જિનિયરિંગ કોલેજ – જુનાગઢ ઇલેક્ટ્રિક ડિપાર્ટમ૆ન્ટ દ્રારા ઉત્તરાખણદાંના થયેલ જાણવાના ને શ્રાધ્યાણપત્રી અપનો કાર્યક્રમ યોજાયો

----------------------------------------
ઓમ એન્જિનિયરિંગ કોલેજ – જુનાગઢ પછી ઇલેક્ટ્રિક ડિપાર્ટમ૆ન્ટ દ્રારા ઉત્તરાખણદાં થયેલ જાણવાના તથા પૂર હોનારાત ને શ્રાધ્યાણપત્રી અપનો કાર્યક્રમ યોજાયેલ હતો. જેમાં ઇલેક્ટ્રિકલ ડિપાર્ટમેન્ટના ડેડ પ્રોડ. રાહુલ પરમાર સર, પ્રિન્સિપાલ શ્રી ડો. અચ. અમ. નામકાંક સર, તમામ ટ્રેસ્ટી શ્રી, ડેડ મેમ્બરસ તથા વિદ્યાર્થી ડો.ઑફિટર પોવર્સ્ટ્રી રિવલ પ્રાપ્ત અને બધા વિદ્યાર્થીઓ પણ મિસિટ મોનએ પાણી શ્રાધ્યાણપત્રી અપની કરી હતી. તેવું પછી હોનારાતમાં મૂલભૂત પામણા વ્યક્તિઓને સહાય માટે વિદ્યાર્થી તથા ડેડ મેમ્બરોને GTU ફંડ ફોર ઉત્તરાખણદાં (GTU Fund for Uttarakhand) માં યોજિત કરવા અંગે આગે રહેલ છે.

Department Of Electrical Engineering

----------------------------------------
A COMMITTED ENGINEERING STUDY AT DEDICATED ENGINEERING CAMPUS
Junagadh-Bhesan Road, At Chokali, Junagadh-362 310. Tel. : 0285-2680500 Fax : 0285-2680666
web : www.omeducation.edu.in | e_mail : oecjnd@gmail.com
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SR. NO</th>
<th>ACTIVITY INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 5      | **Activity**: Orientation Program  
**Type**: Engineering Students Research & Development  
**Date**: 17-07-2013/19-07-2013  
**Venue**: OM ENGINEERING COLLEGE, JUNAGADH |

Under GTU guidelines college organized orientation program. Engineering students should have to do research and development work by themselves. Around 450 students and parents remained present. College trustee shree prashantbhai gave advice to students to improve practical knowledge along with exam. College principal Dr.Nimbark sir said to develop extrovert personality to students. Program arranged by prof. khan and prof. bariya.
Computer department pre final year students are making projects on advanced topics under the guidance of Prof. Raviya (HOD CE) and all other computer faculties. Student list, topics, guide name is shown in above table. Projects will be completed almost till September end.